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Problems
1. Aquatic Invasive Species (AIS) can invade and 

disrupt baitfish and aquaculture operations

2. Baitfish and aquaculture operations have been 
identified as a pathway for the spread of AIS

• Close areas to harvest/culture
• Impose regulations that may be disruptive to the 

industry

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 2 primary problems or impacts to the hatchery, aquaculture and baitfish operations that we’ve identified.  First of all, ANS can invade and disrupt hatchery, aquaculture, and baitfish operations.  Second, hatcheries, aquaculture and baitfish have been identified as a pathway for the spread of ANS and as such will be indirectly impacted by ANS through closure to harvest/culture areas and through the imposition of regulations that may be very disruptive for production.



Farmers can adopt a variety of practices to prevent 
the introduction or unintentional distribution of non-
native species

•Active Farm Management
•Be Knowledgeable and 
Cultivate Productive and 
Helpful Partnerships



• Know your animals and plants
• Know and monitor state and federal regulations
• Periodically check the external and internal boundaries of 

your farm
• Create and maintain redundant barriers to entering and 

leaving your farm (i.e., biosecurity)
• Eliminate escape opportunities during live transport
• Create a proactive, preventative on-farm program (e.g., 

HACCP) or join a fee-based program (e.g., Safe Bait Fish).

Active Farm Management



Arkansas freshwater baitfish farmers created a voluntary, fee-supported 
program that includes farm testing and inspection to achieve state 
certification that their fish are: 
• Free of important aquatic nuisance species (e.g., zebra mussels and 

hydrilla). 
• Free of the most feared fish diseases (e.g., VHS).
• Farm-raised; no fish are collected from the wild.

Safe Bait Program - http://safebaitfish.org/

http://safebaitfish.org/


Farms are required to have rigorous semi-annual testing for diseases. An 
independent veterinarian oversees the collection process and ensures 
delivery to a USDA certified laboratory.  Program standards include:
• The disease testing laboratory has to meet rigorous national and 

international standards.
• Farms must follow stringent biosecurity requirements that prevent the 

introduction of diseases and other unwanted organisms.
• The Arkansas Department of Agriculture conducts on-site inspections to 

insure that the farm is in compliance and that no exotic species are 
present.

Safe Bait Program - http://safebaitfish.org/

http://safebaitfish.org/


Be Knowledgeable and Cultivate Productive 
and Helpful Partnerships

• Aquaculture extension specialist

• Regulatory agency: Agriculture or Natural Resources

• State or national aquaculture trade association



How Can Aquaculture Be 
Characterized by AIS Risk?

Extremely diverse and complex as is 
Agriculture
Characterized by:
 Production systems 
 Product types
Water Source 
 Species 

Each of these components pose different 
risks for spreading AIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we look at aquaculture as a major vector for the spread of ANS, we need to understand more about it, but that is extremely difficult because of the diversity and complexity of the industry.  Aquaculture production is as diverse as agriculture.  With agriculture you have everything from fruits, vegetables, grains, nuts, and fiber crops, and dairy, beef, pork, poultry, sheep, specialty products and a whole lot more.  When you talk about agriculture, most people understand this diversity, but when you talk about aquaculture, they don’t understand how diverse it can be.  And therefore, it’s difficult to understand the REAL ANS risks as opposed to the perceived risks.I think for the purpose of looking at the risk of spreading ANS, aquaculture should be categorized by these four aspects.Production systemsProduct typesWater sourceSpeciesEach relates to the risk posed for spreading ANS. And remember there are many combinations of these four charicterizations.



Product Types
• Food
• Fish for stocking

• stocking public/private waters
• stocking aquaculture systems

• Fee Fishing
• Aquarium fish
• Decorative ponds
• Baitfish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Baitfish are even more difficult to classify because of the variety of ways they are produced.



Baitfish
• Wild harvest

• shiners, suckers, chubs, dace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last, there is true aquaculture.  Some examples include:golden shiners, rosy reds (a variation of the fathead minnow), goldfish, and fathead minnows in some parts of the country are raised from the egg to market size in captivity.



Baitfish
• Wild harvest

• shiners, suckers, chubs, dace
• Semi aquaculture

• suckers, fatheads, softshell crayfish
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Last, there is true aquaculture.  Some examples include:golden shiners, rosy reds (a variation of the fathead minnow), goldfish, and fathead minnows in some parts of the country are raised from the egg to market size in captivity.



Baitfish
• Wild harvest

• shiners, suckers, chubs, dace
• Semi aquaculture

• suckers, fatheads, softshell crayfish
• Aquaculture

• golden shiners, fatheads, rosy reds, goldfish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last, there is true aquaculture.  Some examples include:golden shiners, rosy reds (a variation of the fathead minnow), goldfish, and fathead minnows in some parts of the country are raised from the egg to market size in captivity.



Water Sources
• Springs
• Well water
• Surface water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To assess risk, it’s very important to look at water sources.  Three primary sources of water include, springs, well water, and surface water.



AIS Risks and Aquaculture
 Vast majority of aquaculture poses very little risk for spread of AIS because 

they:
• raise fish for the food market (dead fish)
• use well or spring water
• don’t harvest fish from infested waters
• use closed systems

Higher risk is from:
• baitfish harvested from AIS infested waters
• fish for stocking taken from AIS infested waters
• AIS cultured for live sale
• AIS grown where they can escape into the wild
• surface water used or transferred with live fish

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in summary…..



Regarding Aquaculture: 
What do we want?

 Prevent AIS from establishing reproducing populations
 Balance resource protection with potential negative 

economic impacts



So, how do you allay concerns that 
aquaculture might spread AIS

 Must have a policy and procedures in place to deal with 
concerns

 The procedures must be robust enough to work for a 
wide variety of aquaculture and baitfish operations

 Must have records that will show that the policies and 
procedures are being followed

 Must verify that policies and procedures work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how do you allay concerns that aquaculture might spread ANS?We think that we…..



But, the procedures 
should be as 

unobtrusive as 
possible 

Kinnunen & Gunderson

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t want to mess up the entire company (or baitfish and aquaculture industries), but we’d like to put forward an approach that we think may help reduce the risk of spreading ANS.



Seven Principles of HACCP
Conduct hazard analysis
Identify critical control points (CCP)
Establish control measures
Monitor each CCP
Establish corrective action to be taken when a problem 

occurs
Establish a record-keeping system
Verify that the HACCP plan and control measures work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mike will go into this in more depth in a few minutes.  But, it’s appropriate to introduce the principles of HACCP.There are seven basic principles of HACCP that we are borrowing for the ANS-HACCP approach.  Let’s touch on each of these to get you thinking like ANS-HACCP plan developers.



1. AIS Fish and other Vertebrates- round goby, ruffe, white perch, Asian 
carp, amphibians, etc.

Hazards for Seafood Safety
1. Biological
2. Chemical
3. Physical

AIS-HACCP - Potential Hazards
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2. AIS Invertebrates - zebra mussels, spiny and fish hook waterflea, rusty 
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1. AIS Fish and other Vertebrates- round goby, ruffe, white perch, Asian 
carp, amphibians, etc.

2. AIS Invertebrates - zebra mussels, spiny and fish hook waterflea, rusty 
crayfish, etc.

3. AIS Plants - Eurasian watermilfoil, hydrilla, water chestnut, giant salvinia, 
etc.

4. Diseases – WD, BKD, VHS.

Hazards for Seafood Safety
1. Biological
2. Chemical
3. Physical

AIS-HACCP - Potential Hazards



Sea Grant
Baitfish HACCP Project

• Apply a Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points (HACCP), approach.  
Successfully used by seafood industries to ensure a safe product

• Identify critical control points (CCPs) in the baitfish “chain of commerce.” 
• Discover ways to reduce

risk of moving AIS 
• Harvest to hook review

Approach - Part 1 of 3: Establish HACCP Program

Cultured Bait Harvest



Sea Grant
Baitfish HACCP Project

• Identify critical control points (CCP) and points of risk throughout the “chain 
of commerce” 

• Establish critical limits (e.g. by-catch percent)
• Draft monitoring strategies needed to keep an eye on success over time
• Conduct workshops with baitfish harvesters, wholesalers and dealers so 

they understand the risks and the safety steps to take

Emerald Shiner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Applying the model to this industry - to this potential vector, we arrived at the following objectives ***



Baitfish HACCP
Emphasis of Minnesota Project

Worked with private and public sector stocking operations
Began writing draft HACCP plan
Most operators are taking some actions to prevent contamination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I said, each state SG program takes part of the puzzle. These are Minnesota Sea Grant’s 1998-99 efforts.*



• Use ground or spring water, or sand filters
• Use clean brood fish sources
• Routinely inspect for AIS
• Clean and dry all equipment
• Isolate equipment used in infested waters
• Do not take water from unknown sources (e.g. bait trucks)

Minnesota Sea Grant
Working on Commercial Fish Farm

Guidelines to Reduce Risk of Infestation or Spread

SAFER FISH FARM PRACTICES

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Among other things, MN is working closely with the baitfish aquaculture industry to understand CCPs that are unique to the culturre of baitfish



Baitfish HACCP
Michigan Sea Grant Emphasis  

•Wild baitfish harvest
• How many commercial harvesters?
• How many types of harvest?
• What are the critical control points?
• How can we best reach bait harvesters with an education 

program once the HACCP plan is complete?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Michigan focus is on wild harvest. We want to look at the movement of baitfish from harvest to hook.*



Baitfish HACCP
Michigan Sea Grant Emphasis

Trying to identify Critical 
Control Points in the wild 
baitfish “chain of 
commerce” to reduce risk of 
moving AIS to uninfested
waters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We put on our waders and gear and went into the field - to walk a mile in their waders - you might say.



Baitfish HACCP
Sea Grant Field Work

Understanding the process of wild baitfish harvest



Sea Grant Field Work
Understanding the Process of Wild Baitfish Harvest

Channel seining is just one method - with many steps



Sea Grant Field Work
Understanding the Process of Wild Baitfish Harvest



Transfer points provide a closer look at the harvest

Sea Grant Field Work
Understanding the Process of Wild Baitfish Harvest



Sea Grant Field Work 
Discovering Critical Control Points



Sea Grant Field Work 
Discovering Critical Control Points



Separate Boats and Equipment



Some Boats Dedicated for Specific Waters



Return from Pond Harvest



Pressure 
Washing 
Traps



Traps



Drying Nets



Separate Waders for 
Some Ponds



Keeping Harvest and 
Transaction Records



Holding Tanks



Grading











CONCLUSIONS
The HACCP approach can work as long as there are commitments 

from personnel in the field as well as management
We think that the HACCP approach can replace more intrusive 

impacts that may result from unnecessary, ineffective, or 
unenforceable regulations
Control measures and corrective actions must be developed and 

they must be AIS specific
 It is in the best interest of the public hatchery manager, fish 

farmer, bait harvester, resource manager, researcher, and 
enforcement officer to prevent the spread of AIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, developing a plan that assesses risk is the first step to HACCP.  The next step is to develop a plan, but it will take commitments from aquaculture hatcheries, agencies, and business to make it work.  We think that that the HACCP approach can replace potentially more intrusive impacts that may result from unnecessary, ineffective, or unenforceable regulations.In most cases, this approach will not alter much of what you already do.  All it does is require that you examine your situation, determine risk, and document it.  If after developing the plan you determine that there is no risk or very low risk - you’ve documented it and you’re basically done.  You will only need to review your plan on an annual basis, especially if your water source, types of species being raised or transported, or product line changes.If you are at higher risk, then you’ll need to develop plans for your operations to include those corrective measures to address the specific AIS hazard.Finally, it is in the best interest of the hatchery manager, fish farmer and bait harvester AND fishery researchers, managers, and enforcement officers  to prevent the spread of AIS.  This issue is one that is growing not only here, but across the U.S. and Canada.  This is an approach that we’re offering that can be part of the solution. 



AIS-HACCP Training Materials

Supporting
training video 

(22 min)

CD with
resources Curriculum



Stickers for 
bait buckets
and tackle
boxes

AIS-HACCP Outreach Materials

Posters for 
bait shops



Outcomes







Co-hosted regional workshops with major support 
from USFWS

125 hatchery, resource management, research and 
aquaculture industry managers
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Commercial Packing of Baitfish

Sea Grant
Baitfish HACCP Project

• Assess the level of AIS contamination at retail outlets 
in Great Lakes region

• Purchase and analyze bait
for AIS (plants, fish and
macroinvertebrates)

Approach - Part 2 of 3:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the state Sea Grant programs are looking at the retail end of the chain. What can be done at retail outlets to identify a goby or a ruffe in the bait supply, if one ever makes its way there?What can retailers do to raise angler awareness?Is the bait you buy contaminated with ANS??*



The Great Lakes Sea Grant Network purchased 
minnow samples from retail outlets in 
Minnesota, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Ohio, 
covering the Great Lakes, Hudson and 
Mississippi
Basin watersheds
during 1998-2000.



At least three dozen baitfish of each species carried 
by a store were purchased and identified to species. 
Samples were inspected for fish, plants, 
invertebrates,
both AIS and
non-target
species.



Holding tanks were 
observed for any visible AIS.  

AIS and non-
target species 
found in samples 
were retained for
reference.



Primary 
baitfish 
species 

purchased

•Fathead minnow - all states
•Golden shiner - all states
•Emerald shiner - IL/IN, MI, OH
•White sucker - OH, MN
•Common Shiner - MN
•Red tail chub - MN
•N. redbelly dace – MN
•Willow cats – MN



Among these baitfish species 
the golden shiner usually 
comes from aquaculture 
operations.

The others most 
frequently are wild-
harvested.



No samples 
purchased in 
any state 
contained AIS 
fishes, although 
alewife were 
observed in a 
tank in one 
Ohio shop.

No samples were 
found to contain 
nuisance plants, 
such as Eurasian 
watermilfoil.



Sea Grant
Baitfish HACCP Project

•Assess angler attitudes toward 
AIS and exotics-free bait

•Assess risk of spread posed by 
anglers

•Conduct face-to-face angler 
surveys around Basin

Approach - Part 3 of 3: Angler Surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also need to know what kind of role anglers are playing in the spread of ANS.*Do they know there is a problem?Would they be willing to change their behavior to keep ANS out of our pristine lakes?



Recent Michigan Department of Natural 
Resources  Baitfish Inspections

•36 out of 37 wholesale minnow dealers
•60 of 88 minnow catchers
•152 out of 675 minnow retailers
•Two non-resident wholesaler trucks
•Did not observe any aquatic invasive species 



Third Party Verification Program for AIS-HACCP
•Develop review teams consisting of 
representatives from aquaculture extension and 
management agencies

•Review AIS-HACCP programs at 
aquaculture/baitfish operations

•Pilot programs in Michigan and Minnesota



Questions?
Contact Info

Ron Kinnunen, PhD
• Michigan Sea Grant Extension

710 Chippewa Square, Suite 
202 Marquette, MI 49855

• Phone: (906) 226-3687
• Email: kinnune1@msu.edu

mailto:kinnune1@msu.edu


This webinar series is presented by the USAS, NCRAC, NAA and 
USDA grant #2012-38500-19550

with additional support from the

Questions about this webinar series should be directed to 
brentoncontact@iastate.edu



Recorded webinars are available at:

• The National Aquaculture Association www.thenaa.net/industry

• The North Central Regional Aquaculture Center www.ncrac.org/video

• United States Aquaculture Society http://usaquaculture.org/webinars

http://www.thenaa.net/industry
http://www.ncrac.org/video
http://usaquaculture.org/webinars
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